Aug 30, 2019  
Room 1706  
12:00 noon  
Workshop: Big Data in Pharma - Brainstorming a new 1-credit class  
Marc Scanio (Abbvie)  
host: Shannon Wetzler

Sept 13, 2019  
Room 1706  
12:00 noon  
Workshop: Clifton Strengths Assessment  
U-M Career Center  
host: Jamy Lee

Sept 19, 2019  
Room A859  
6:30-8:30 pm  
Workshop: ChemDraw Skills  
Janelle Kirsch, Amie Frank & Nicole Perkins

Sept 20, 2019  
Room 1706  
12:00 noon  
Seminar: Dr. Darryl Boyd’s Life and Career at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory  
Daryl Boyd (US Naval Res Lab)  
host: Justin Harris

Sept 27, 2019  
Room 1706  
12:00 noon  
Seminar: Careers in Industry  
Thomas Slaney & Panelists (BMS)  
hosts: Taylor Soucy & Yilin Han

Oct 4, 2019  
Room 1200  
12:00 noon - 1:30 pm  
Seminar: Hijacking Physiological Oxygen Sensing by Small Molecule Therapeutics  
Mike Rabinowitz (Akebia Therapeutics)  
hosts: Amie Frank & Janelle Kirsch

Oct 11, 2019  
Rm 1200  
12:00 noon  
Seminar: Establishing measures of identity for use in chemistry-based persistence research  
Jack Barbera (Portland State)  
host: Megan Connor

Oct 18, 2019  
Rm 1706  
12:00 noon  
Seminar: Science Communications in the Media  
Kate Crawford Biberdorf (UT-Austin)  
host: Eleni Zotos

Nov 1, 2019  
Rm 1706  
12:00 noon  
Panel: Industry to Academia  
Charles McCrory (U-M)  
Aaron Frank (U-M)  
Tim Cernak (U-M)  
host: Shannon Wetzler

Nov 15, 2018  
Room 1706  
12:00 noon  
Discussion: Entrepreneurism  
Margaret McCammon (MEDC)  
host: Kristine Parson

Nov 22, 2019  
Room 1706  
12:00 noon  
Panel: Unconventional Careers  
Michelle Nolan (U Florida), Eric Breitung (Metropolitan Museum Art), Matthew Davenport (CENews), and Yulia Sevryugina (U-M)  
hosts: Jessica Tami & Kelsey Diffley

The National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity provides online career development resources, delivering a variety of web-based services on increasing productivity, time management, maintaining work-life balance, resolving conflict, personal organization, and cultivating members, sponsors, and collaborators. The University of Michigan has an institutional membership (www.facultydiversity.org), which provides you with cost-free access.